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Abstract

Summary: Condition-specific time-course omics profiles are frequently used to study cellular

response to stimuli and identify associated signaling pathways. However, few online tools allow

users to analyze multiple types of high-throughput time-course data. TimeXNet Web is a web

server that extracts a time-dependent gene/protein response network from time-course transcrip-

tomic, proteomic or phospho-proteomic data, and an input interaction network. It classifies the

given genes/proteins into time-dependent groups based on the time of their highest activity and

identifies the most probable paths connecting genes/proteins in consecutive groups. The response

sub-network is enriched in activated genes/proteins and contains novel regulators that do not

show any observable change in the input data. Users can view the resultant response network and

analyze it for functional enrichment. TimeXNet Web supports the analysis of high-throughput data

from multiple species by providing high quality, weighted protein-protein interaction networks for

12 model organisms.

Availability and implementation: http://txnet.hgc.jp/

Contact: ashwini@hgc.jp

Supplementary information: Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.

1 Introduction

Studying the cellular response to stimulus requires monitoring the

change in cell state in the form of changes in gene expression patterns,

protein levels and epigenetic or post-translational modifications over

time. Analyzing these high-throughput datasets in combination with

large molecular interaction networks provides a powerful approach to

understanding cellular response. Several computational methods help

solve this problem (Basha et al., 2013; Gitter et al., 2013; Jain et al.,

2016; Tuncbag et al., 2012). However, they either do not work with

time-course data or work exclusively with gene expression profiles, and

few tools provide a web interface with support for multiple species.

TimeXNet Web is a web server that identifies cellular response

networks from time-course omics data and a molecular interaction

network in multiple species. It allows users to view the predicted

response networks and analyze them for functional enrichment.

TimeXNet Web implements the TimeXNet algorithm, which identi-

fies the response sub-network by finding the most probable paths

connecting genes/proteins activated at successive time points within

a given interaction network (Patil et al., 2013). This is done by first

classifying the genes/proteins measured at three or more time points

into three time-dependent groups—early, intermediate and late—

and using minimum cost flow optimization to find the paths

connecting the early genes/proteins to the late ones through the inter-

mediate group of genes/proteins. The resultant sub-network is time-

sensitive and enriched in genes/proteins undergoing large change on

exposure to stimulus. TimeXNet also identifies novel regulators that

do not themselves show an observable change in state, but connect

genes/proteins with high fold changes. TimeXNet has been evaluated

in several species and has been shown to be faster and more accurate

than other similar algorithms (Patil and Nakai, 2014).
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2 TimeXNet Web input

TimeXNet Web requires two types of input data (Fig. 1). First, it

requires a set of genes/proteins with their observed change over time and

their time of maximum change. This can be given as a matrix of log fold

changes in gene expression, protein content or phosphorylation levels at

multiple time points. The user can specify if genes/proteins with >2-fold

up or down-regulation are to be considered. TimeXNet Web automatic-

ally classifies the input genes/proteins into three groups (early, intermedi-

ate and late) based on their time of maximum change, or as specified by

the user. Alternatively, the user can give pre-calculated groups of genes/

proteins with scores either in a single file or in three separate files.

In principle, any type of high-throughput data that can be expressed in

log fold change values over three or more time points can be used as in-

put for TimeXNet Web (details in Supplementary Material).

Second, TimeXNet Web requires a molecular interaction net-

work with weighted edges from which the condition-specific sub-

network will be extracted. TimeXNet Web provides high quality,

scored protein–protein interaction networks for 12 model organisms

from the HitPredict database (Lopez et al., 2015), updated annually.

The user can also provide a custom interaction network with edge

scores and directions. TimeXNet Web supports several gene/protein

identifiers, such as, name, UniProt, Entrez, Ensembl, RefSeq or user-

defined identifiers, allowing users to submit gene/protein lists and

interaction network in different formats. Other input values include

real positive values—gamma1 and gamma2, which determine the

number of genes/proteins from the early and intermediate groups to

be included in the response network, respectively.

3 TimeXNet Web output

The output of TimeXNet Web is a cellular response network that

maximally connects genes/proteins activated at consecutive time

points. The network interactions and genes/proteins are assigned

flows, or scores, indicating their connectivity and functional

importance. The predicted response network can be downloaded in

tab-delimited files, or in a format that can be imported into

Cytoscape (Shannon et al., 2003). TimeXNet Web provides an

interface to view the sub-networks for selected genes/proteins

(Fig. 1). Combined networks of multiple genes/proteins to identify

connecting network paths can also be viewed. The genes/proteins in

the network views are colored according to their time of change.

Gene ontology term enrichment and KEGG (Kanehisa et al., 2017)

pathway enrichment can be performed using the DAVID web service

(Jiao et al., 2012). The response network can be mapped onto

KEGG pathways using Pathview (Luo and Brouwer, 2013).

TimeXNet Web was used to identify the human ER stress response

network from time-course proteomics data, the mouse innate immune

response network from time-course phospho-proteomic data, and the

response network of human myeloma cells to chemotherapy from

time-course transcriptomic data (details in Supplementary Material).
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Fig. 1. TimeXNet Web input and output interfaces. Nodes in response networks are colored by their time of highest observed fold change
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